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Enable BPOs to Improve Profit Margins while Delivering Quicker and  
More Accurate Access to Customers’ Data Processing Needs 
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Overview 
Automation is the key to a successful document workflow, and something 
that service bureaus must manage on a daily basis. With razor thin profit 
margins, business process outsourcing (BPO) organizations know all too 
well the importance that technology plays in developing a successful 
document management system and their ability to meet customer 
timelines and requirements.  

  

For these service organizations, success is measured by the ability to meet 
customer demands while generating revenue through processing data in a 
timely manner, without jeopardizing accuracy or privacy. Taking on the 
task of processing a business’ data can be cumbersome due to the large 
amount of complex data that resides within physical documents.  

  

In order for BPOs to satisfy the needs of all of their customers, they must 
integrate a solution capable of handling a range of data from various 
document layouts and formats, scalable to address all types of projects, 
and able to maintain profit margins.  
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Challenge 
Although service bureaus are in the business of processing workflows for 
other organizations, they still need to be mindful of their own costs. This can 
be complex when considering the required resources and technology 
needed, especially when success is measured on speed and accuracy. Many 
projects may still employ manual keying due to their complexity, a factor that 
BPOs may still need to factor into their service package and timelines. 

  

Many service bureaus use recognition software to improve and streamline 
their workflows. By using optical character recognition (OCR) or intelligent 
character recognition (ICR), service bureaus may be able to streamline 
portions of their workflows that contain structured and machine- or hand- 
printed documents. The challenge is often finding a scalable technology for 
the complex, unstructured or cursive handwritten data that strains resources 
with manual interactions. For these BPO workflows that require manual tasks, 
automation is compromised, as well as their ability to scale their internal 
operations, affecting the organization’s ability to remain competitive, turn 
projects around quickly, and improve revenue streams. 

 

Top Challenges Affecting Profit Margins:  
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Solution 
Implementing intelligent software tools throughout the document 
workflow process allows service bureaus to streamline and 
expand their bandwidth and to take on larger, more complex 
projects from various organizations. Large volume workflows that 
contain unstructured, handwritten data cannot be automated or 
scaled with traditional OCR and ICR engines.  

  

However, A2iA’s artificial intelligence-based toolkits are proven to 
move beyond traditional recognition software, and to produce a 
scalable, holistic approach to classification and full text extraction 
– even if the data is handwritten or unstructured. By utilizing these 
specialized engines, service bureaus are able to provide 
expedited, cost-effective and secure accessibility to their 
customers’ data contained in documents of all types and 
structures. 

 

Powered by unique RNN-based technology, a2ia TextReader 
allows for a simple and new approach to full text transcription. 
Designed to work with classification and extraction solutions 
already in place, a2ia TextReader does not require any 
customization and enables both printed and cursive documents 
to be transcribed into fully electronic data without the use of a 
dictionary. In one call, a2ia TextReader provides BPOs a quicker, 
more cost-effective method for limiting manual keying. BPOs and 
service bureaus are able to provide more access to customers’ 
complex data and offer expanded services, while producing more 
profitable returns from their information automation processes. 

 

 

For those service organizations requiring technology to speed 
manual sorting, a2ia DocumentReader works to improve 
document classification and key-field extraction processes. By 
learning each document’s layout and analyzing keywords, 
incoming documents can be sorted or indexed automatically – 
an approach that mimics how a human employee would learn to 
do so by hand.  
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The customizable toolkit eliminates the need to presort incoming 
documents by working to classify and keyword-spot using a user-
defined, customized dictionary and automatically searches and sorts 
based on these keywords or phrases. a2ia DocumentReader 
streamlines the automation of incoming documents regardless of 
writing style (cursive handwriting, handprint, or machine print) or 
type of document (unstructured, columnar, or structured). 
Documents can be more quickly and securely automated 
throughout the BPO by relying on A2iA to perform tasks that would 
traditionally have been manual. 

 

A2iA understands that the success of a service organization greatly 
depends on the ability to satisfy the needs of its customers, while 
still generating a profit. Customers demand timely data processing 
that is secure and accurate and in order to facilitate this, BPOs must 
employ recognition technology that is scalable and versatile.  

 

This includes the ability to automate more of the documents within 
the workflow, to handle complex data from various types of 
documents, and to be adaptable to the layouts and data formats 
that may vary between industries. By significantly reducing manual-
data entry through its intelligent recognition toolkits, BPOs are able 
to maximize processing speeds and reduce project turn-around 
times. 

 

 


